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About This Game

Brother Wings is a shoot up jet fighter game with vertical scrolling. In this game the player can choose between controlling
Marko or Guida, brothers and pilots. The game h 5d3b920ae0
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Let's talk about promising games . Brother Wings came as a cheap and simple game, a good way to acquire letter and
achievements in the steam, however with the passing of the updates it is a commitment of the developer of the game to offer
better and more complete content. Yes we have a simple game and without many technical challenges, but I think this is a great
request for those who have little time between their day to day tasks, as well as for those who have to wait for the loading
screens of the big games . In addition we have an artistic dedication explendida in the development of the game. This is a fast
paced game that encourages competition among those who like to tear their friends for the highest scores. During the last
updates the game has modified its gameplay reaffirming what I said earlier: the developer really is dedicated to the players of
Brother Wings. In addition to a promising game we noticed a promising developer.. Fun, fun, fun !. Let's talk about promising
games . Brother Wings came as a cheap and simple game, a good way to acquire letter and achievements in the steam, however
with the passing of the updates it is a commitment of the developer of the game to offer better and more complete content. Yes
we have a simple game and without many technical challenges, but I think this is a great request for those who have little time
between their day to day tasks, as well as for those who have to wait for the loading screens of the big games . In addition we
have an artistic dedication explendida in the development of the game. This is a fast paced game that encourages competition
among those who like to tear their friends for the highest scores. During the last updates the game has modified its gameplay
reaffirming what I said earlier: the developer really is dedicated to the players of Brother Wings. In addition to a promising
game we noticed a promising developer.. Brother Wings developed by Brogames for the PC platform on: Jan 10, 2017. As of
this writing, there is no score/user reviews on Metacritic (http://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/brother-wings) . A 'shoot em up'
vertical game. This product is far, far away from giving consumer a 'bullet hell' type of gaming experience nor does it even
come close in providing moments of 'madness' 'excitement' 'Thrill' It's just a very 'tame' product with very little innovation in it's
design. Sadly. but that doesn't warrant it as an awful/bad game. and no, its not a terrific game either. What is it about? Brother
Wings (BW) is an action, top down view, shoot-em up air craft game. You basically need to survive the endless waves of enemy
ships on your screen. You are given to play 2 characters; Marko and Guida. Who apparently are brothers - this coming from the
product description. A brother with a long pink hair? hmmmm. Hmm indeed. The Controls Standard WSAD keyboard and
mouse. Nothing fancy. The Visuals & User Interface It's simple, plain, clean and bright. The UI is simple, it shows the important
stuff BUT it overlaps/covers the battlefield on the left hand side of the screen - which I find it annoying. I can understand that
without some fancy design to show your ship life information, it may look dull.but overlapping the battlefield is a no no.
Especially for a game that requires your "agility/reflex" - you practically doomed people who strafe their ship to the left - unable
to see incoming enemy ships/missiles in that region. As of this writing, BW offers 2 game mode: u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0
Infinity Mode - Free play. Endless. u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0 Timed Attack Mode - You need to destroy x amount of ships in x
There is also a leaderboard but from my own experience, I am not sure whether it's working as intended. As the product
describes, you get to play either 2 of the brother characters with (very little) "different" looking ships. You are given 5 life and
your goal is to survivedestory as many ships as you can possible can. Once you lose all your life, it's game over. Throughout your
battle, you can pick up health drops and ammo drops. health drops replenish your missing life while ammo drops upgrades your
ship shooting ability. Your ship starts of with a single missile firing mode. You can upgrade it to a double missile firing mode
and the final form is a barrage of 5 or 6 missiles. No more. Enemy ships comes in at least 3 forms but they only have 2 roles;
mobile fighters and immobile fighters. mobile fighters = moving targets immobile fighters = not moving targets There are
"Boss" fights too. Sometimes 2 boss ships at once. Talk about the mess. Other than this, there's no story, no level progression, no
ship upgrade abilities, no weapon upgrade abilities (just the 3 different mode of missiles).I think I covered it all. My Personal
Thoughts I am not sure how to approach BW. For me, this product is sitting on a flimsy fence and depending on how I word this
writing, 1 little gush of air is all it takes to topple it into the shredder machine or into a bin for safe keeping. It's a simple
product with no bugs. It has a variety looking enemies but with only 2 roles (mobile & immobile) - this hampers the gaming
experience. It's not exciting. There's no thrill. If I may reference a classic game: TwinBee - for example offers so much more
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excitement. Different form of enemies with different movements and theres a secondary fire mode for land enemies and the
random drop "bell" loot that gives upgrade to your ship.makes the whole game so much better than what BW has to offer.
(minus the co-op experience of course) 2 brothers 2 ships but there's just so little difference between them. It's just aesthetic
and both ship function the same way. Why not be a little bit bravecreative and design both ship to behave differently? As I've
mentioned in the above, theres no level progression. If you added in different levels/maps - you could offer your consumer with
a different gaming experience; different map/different enemies/different boss. Here in BW, 1 map. 1 song. 3-4 standard
enemies. Period. Of course, I will give credit to Brogames for the visual design of the ships. The ships are okay for me. That
includes the bosses ships. On another separate note, I must credit the audio team for the epic rock song.its awesome only for the
first 10 minutes. After that it will drive you crazy with the same tune over and over and over again. I had to mute it and play my
own mp3's. If you look at TwinBee, you'd notice they extended the audio to a lot of other stuff other than just providing a
background music. That feedback is a nice thing to have. My Summary I definitely had fun in BW but there's a huge gap left
wanting more. I understand that for all this "changes/improvements" that I wish to see in BW .which I believe will definitely
make a difference in terms of game experience BUT it will no longer cost the same. So that's a major decision to decide if
you're breaking into the market as a new indie company. BW was designed in a small scale (due to that, there's a huge room of
improvements!) and I believe it will entertain younger consumer audience or probably for very casual gamers. Definitely. For
more experienced/hardcore gamers, who's seeking for challenge or thrill in a shoot em up style of game, this is (sadly) not the
product to do so. *runs to the stage with Marko on the drums and Guida on the guitar - plays some rock song* So, on the scale
of 0 - 10, my personal rating for Brother Wings is a Rocking 5/10.. That's a really fun simple aircraft shooting game, Absolutely
worth the buy.
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